

**Abstract.** Users today are unable to use the rich collection of third-party untrusted applications without risking significant privacy leaks. In this paper, we argue that current and proposed applications and data-centric security policies do not map well to users’ expectations of privacy. In the eyes of a user, applications and peripheral devices exist merely to provide functionality and should have no place in controlling privacy. Moreover, most users cannot handle intricate security policies dealing with system concepts such as labeling of data, application permissions and virtual machines. Not only are current policies impenetrable to most users, they also lead to security problems such as privilege-escalation attacks and implicit information leaks.

Our key insight is that users naturally associate data with real-world events, and want to control access at the level of human contacts. We introduce **Bubbles**, a context-centric security system that explicitly captures user’s privacy desires by allowing human contact lists to control access to data clustered by real-world events. **Bubbles** infers information-flow rules from these simple context-centric access-control rules to enable secure use of untrusted applications on users’ data.

We also introduce a new programming model for untrusted applications that allows them to be functional while still upholding the users’ privacy policies. We evaluate the model’s usability by porting an existing medical application and writing a calendar app from scratch. Finally, we show the design of our system prototype running on Android that uses bubbles to automatically infer all dangerous permissions without any user intervention. **Bubbles** prevents Android-style permission escalation attacks without requiring users to specify complex information flow rules.

1 Introduction

Mobile application distribution mediums, such as Apple’s “App Store” and Google “Play”, have been instrumental in the adoption of mobile computing devices, allowing otherwise unknown publishers to sell apps to millions of smartphone and tablet users around the world. Today, these extremely personal devices are used to perform telephony, messaging, financial transactions, gaming, and many other functions. While the popularity of the app store model attests to the benefit and utility of allowing third-party apps, these applications introduce a host of privacy and security risks [6].

A number of different security mechanisms have been used to provide data privacy. For instance, Android’s permissions model [1] is an example of application-centric security. Android has a static capability-based system where users must decide at installation time whether to grant permissions (including network and device access) or not (and forgo use of the application).

As an alternative, information-flow tracking systems [4, 19] are more expressive than static capabilities and provide data-centric security, but require considerable sophistication on the user’s part to translate security policies into a lattice of labels. Moreover, they often require applications to be modified with security label assignments so that they do not crash with security exceptions. **TaintDroid** [5] is an example of an information-flow tracking system for Android, which modifies the Dalvik virtual machine to propagate taint through program variables, files, and IPC messages. While it can track some unmodified Android apps, it cannot track applications which use their own native libraries. Further, information leakage through implicit flows [12] cannot be restricted.

We believe security systems can only be effective if they present a security model that matches the way users’ reason about privacy in their real-world interactions. In this paper, we propose a new system, **Bubbles**, which allows a user to define a digital boundary (called a bubble) around the data...
associated with a real-world event. For example, the event might be a meeting for a work project or a birthday party. Goffman [9] proposed that people present different faces of themselves depending upon the social context. Bubbles implements this sociological aspect of privacy in a digital setting. Similar to attaching access control (ACLs) permissions to files in a file system, the user specifies her privacy requirements for the bubble as a list of people, taken from her contacts list, who have access to the bubble. Different sets of people might have access to different work projects, or to different birthday parties. Bubbles preserves this privacy model across all the user’s multiple devices and the cloud. Bubbles thus provides context-centric security which isolates all data between bubbles. Bubbles translates these simple user-centric access control rules into the more complex information-flow rules in the underlying system. We have also developed a simple application design model to enable app developers to provide extensive functionality for the user without requiring either the user or the app developer to worry about privacy enforcement. Bubbles effectively factors out privacy features from applications, and puts privacy control into the hands of the user in a natural way.

2 Motivation for Bubbles

This paper focuses on the threat to users’ privacy posed by untrusted applications and assumes that applications can execute arbitrary code to leak sensitive data to malicious recipients. Bubbles relies on operating system and network level security primitives of isolation, encryption, and anonymized network traffic being implemented correctly.

2.1 Android Permissions Considered Harmful

Android is an operating system that includes a modified Linux kernel together with standard user space sub-systems, and is targeted toward mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets. Android provides more than 100 permissions that an application can request at installation time, which a user must explicitly approve or deny. Although, Android warns users by marking some permissions as dangerous, “93% of free and 82% of paid applications request at least one dangerous permission” [7]. The sheer number of permissions being requested causes users to be indifferent about security. Moreover, we find that Android exposes permissions that are foreign to even sophisticated computer users, such as MOUNT_FORMAT_FILESYSTEMS (which allows applications to format file systems on removable storage). By asking users questions at the wrong level of abstraction, Android leaves users’ privacy in the hands of untrusted applications. Finally, since permissions in Android are statically enforced during installation, applications have these permissions forever. Static permissions allow any application with microphone access, for example, to record a user’s voice without her explicit confirmation.

2.2 Many Applications fit Bubbles

We analyzed 750 of the top free and the top paid (375 of each) Android applications from the Google Play store to determine how their functionality relates to users’ privacy. On one end, from a privacy point of view, are applications that provide functionality that is not tied to a user’s real-world identity. Examples of such applications include flashlights, games, wallpapers, dictionaries, news sites, and browsing for reviews and recipes among others. Such applications can run inside an “anonymous” bubble where the users are expected to not enter sensitive information, and can move data to and from arbitrary locations into the anonymous bubble. We find that 45.6% of the free and 45.3% of the paid applications fit this model.

The second category of applications are where users actively create data (we assume this data is sensitive) and then explicitly share this data with other users. Applications that allow storing, editing, and sharing of documents (in formats that range from simple text and images to even audio and video), and real-time communication applications that use SMS, MMS, voice, or video fit this category and account for 47.4% of the free and 52.3% of the paid applications. The common feature of these applications is that users can specify for a given blob of data who they want to share it with— in essence an Access Control List (ACL) for each data blob — and the key insight behind Bubbles is to tie these arbitrary blobs of data to a real-world context.

The remaining 7% free and 2.4% paid applications perform what we term application-initiated sharing, where functionality such as a recommendation service requires that users give up their personal data to the application and the application mixes information from multiple users to generate new suggestions or insights. ACLs do not capture the privacy requirement here, because a user has to give up her data to the application, and alternate definitions of anonymity such as differential privacy are required to guarantee that a user cannot be singled out from a dataset by an untrusted application. Most social networking applications include features that implement explicit communication of data, which can be integrated into Bubbles, while features that initiate sharing through aggregate analytics require an anonymizing proxy to enforce privacy through differential privacy. Integrating such a proxy is out of scope of this paper. Note that we only discuss a client-side implementation of the applications; the server side of Bubbles can be assumed to extend the abstraction of a bubble across the network. We defer the discussion of server-side optimizations that access data from multiple users (like deduplication) to a future paper.

3 User Abstraction

Bubbles. Our core hypothesis is that users want to work in contexts, where a context encapsulates information of arbitrary types—be it audio, video, text, or application-specific data—and is often tied to a real-world event involving other people. We call such light-weight contexts that have data and people associated with them Bubbles. Applications just exist in each bubble to provide functionality, and any data that a user accesses will trigger its corresponding application.

We also propose that users’ privacy policies are inherently tied to such contexts and thus are best stated in terms of Access Control Lists (ACLs) of contacts for each bubble. In one extreme case, if the users are effectively broadcasting information (as when they browse websites or public forum) they want to be aware of this and act accordingly. In the other
extreme case, and by default, users require all information related to a certain context to be private.

**On creating new bubbles.** A bubble is effectively the minimum unit of sharing, because when all apps that act on data inside a bubble are untrusted, they can mix data arbitrarily among files that exist within a bubble. The implication of this is that sharing even a part of the data in a bubble is equivalent to sharing any data from the bubble.

As a result, we recommend that bubbles be tied to very light-weight contexts in order to facilitate flexibility in future re-sharing decisions. A coarse classification of all personal data into, say, a “Home” bubble and a “Work” bubble will lead to violation of privacy guarantees when the user moves even a single file across this Home-Work boundary. On the other hand, a light-weight event could be simply a single meeting, or even only a part of a meeting (e.g. the technical discussion as opposed to financial discussions), and putting these light-weight contexts into separate bubbles allows a user to share these smaller units of data independently. In the example above, all developers may be included in the technical discussion, but only the program managers may have access to the financial details of the project.

**Navigating the foam.** We call the collection of bubbles visible to a user, their foam, which replaces the conventional user-visible file system. The Bubbles system only supports a flat foam of bubbles without hierarchical order. The system executes bubbles inside independent, mutually isolated containers, and does not support nested bubbles, in order to prevent complications that arise in constraining untrusted applications. Since untrusted applications can operate on the data in an arbitrary manner inside a bubble, they can mix information among all data items in sub-bubbles. Sharing any data item to a new person will thus leak information from potentially all sub-bubbles to the person. Traditional systems propose fine-grained information flow analysis to control how applications mix information, but tracking implicit flows at run-time leads to considerable performance penalties. As a result, we eschew fine-grained information flow tracking in Bubbles, and build Bubbles around the basic primitive of an isolated container.

While bubbles cannot be nested, users can assign an arbitrary tag to a collection of bubbles, e.g., to group bubbles as belonging to some longer-term project, and can even overlay a hierarchy on the underlying foam of bubbles. Further, the system tags bubbles with time, location, nearby contacts, and other contextual information that may help the user identify or index the bubble for future reference. For instance, a user can view her bubbles as a time-line to give a calendar view, or by geographic coordinates overlaid on a map view.

**Staging Area.** Users often create data that is not immediately associated with any existing bubble or tag, for example, a phone-camera photo or a web-page downloaded for future reading. In such cases, instead of forcing the user to assign this data to a bubble, the system automatically assigns the data item to a new bubble and assign location and time-based tags to the bubble. This ensures that the user has flexibility of copying such data items into any (even multiple) bubbles later on. This can be used to implement a Photo Gallery application for example, allowing browsing of images without mixing information from one image to another. One fallout of the staging area is that the system will have a lot of bubbles, motivating the need for a very light-weight implementation of containers in Bubbles.

**Usage Flow.** We now use the example shown in Figure 3 to illustrate how a user works in a context-driven rather than application-driven manner. We argue this adds little cognitive overhead to regular operation and that it is worth the price of privacy.

One usage flow could be to start with the trusted Viewer application that allows a user to browse data from her entire foam within a single bubble, classified either by application, such as Sana or Calendar in Figure 3, or by data type, such as images. Clicking on Sana takes the user to a listing of all medical records classified by bubble name (each patient is stored in a separate bubble). The Viewer app is discussed in more detail in Section 5.

Clicking on the New Procedure then takes the user to the staging area, where the user can enter data related to a patient’s visit. At the end of the procedure, and before the user moves back to the viewer mode, Bubbles prompts the user to enter a new name and tag for the bubble and other contacts who this bubble is shared with (e.g. a remote doctor). In case of an existing patient, the record can be assigned to an existing bubble. The last image on the right shows that a user, while she is in a bubble, can switch among applications (from Sana to the Calendar here) while staying within the same bubble.

Apart from the Viewer, the two trusted applications that a user interacts with in Bubbles are the Bubbles and Contacts managers. Both the Bubbles and Contacts applications are available on the Home screen (which can also include some recent and favorite bubbles for easy navigation) to navigate to an existing bubble or to create a new bubble and invite contacts into it.

4 System Design

In this section, we describe the design of our Bubbles prototype implemented on top of Android. All applications are available to each bubble, with all but a few permissions (explained in Section 4.3). Applications effectively execute as though each bubble was an entire OS installation.

4.1 Isolation between Bubbles

In order to provide file-system state isolation between each bubble, we choose an approach similar to Cells [2]. We mount a unioning file system that uses the base operating system files as a read-only copy, and a read-write scratch directory to hold any file system modification created by applications in a bubble. Note that OS files cannot be modified by any application running inside a bubble, and that scratch directories are maintained on a per-bubble basis to prevent sharing of file-system state between bubbles.

Control groups [14], supported on both Linux and its smartphone fork Android, are used to provide UTS, PID, IPC and mount namespace isolation, to further ensure that applications cannot communicate with each other apart from via the Binder IPC mechanism. We also make use of the same techniques used in the Cells system [2] to provide device iso-
latter, i.e., because we could potentially have multiple applications accessing the same device resources, it is important that devices understand the namespace abstractions.

We also enable all Android middleware services that allow persistent state to separate data between different bubbles. For instance, SQLiteOpenHelpers respond to `getReadableDatabase()` or `getWritableDataBase()` calls from applications with a bubble-specific instance of a database. The SD card and preferences are also virtualized in a similar manner.

### 4.2 Copying Data between Bubbles

A user may copy data from one bubble to another, e.g., when an image from the staging area is copied into an existing bubble. Such copying requires applications in the receiving bubble to be able to assimilate the incoming data structure instances with existing ones. Because the Bubbles system is agnostic of application data structures, the applications register call-back functions for handling inter-bubble data transfer.

The Android IPC mechanism is modeled upon the Open-Binder functionality in BeOS [3] wherein a Binder device mediates communication between different processes. In Android, this communication can be effected by using the `Context.registerReceiver()` routine to register for incoming messages (called Intents in Android). Bubbles’s modified Binder driver implementation automatically modifies the IntentFilter to restrict messages sent to the application.

The source bubble initiates data transfer by sending a message to the Sharing Service implemented as part of Bubbles. In our prototype, this generates a trusted prompt asking for user confirmation about the application-initiated data share. (This prompt can potentially be removed by replacing the Sharing Service with trusted and isolated widgets similar to the access control gadgets [16] architecture). Finally, the applications can transfer data in any serialized format it prefers such as Google Protocol Buffers.

### 4.3 Intuitive Permissions Model

In Bubbles, instead of the applications statically requesting resource permissions at install time, permissions are automatically inferred from the access control rules placed on the bubble within which the application is executing. To achieve this, Bubbles relies on explicit user input and on virtualizing the Android resources among different bubbles. Most permissions fall into three broad categories and of the remaining 5 dangerous permissions, 3 have been deprecated already and 2 (writing to contacts and APN settings) are not allowed for any untrusted application.

**Explicit User Decision.** Users are provided with a trusted UI to explicitly enable 7 permissions, in order to input audio, video, location, and contacts into a bubble. These resources have the common feature that users are familiar with these concepts outside of a computing device context and can thus make intelligent decisions about when to share them within a bubble. Writing to the contact list is however limited to the trusted address book application.

**Per-Bubble Resources.** Internal and external storage, logs, calendar, application caches, history, various settings like animation scale and process limit are all low-level resources that need not be exposed to users. Bubbles allows all applications to have access to the 27 permissions that control these resources, while maintaining a unique, per-bubble copy of each resource (e.g. isolated folders in storage).

**Concurrently Shared Resources.** Communication resources like telephony, wifi, and internet access are all shared among various bubbles. Hence Bubbles enables all 17 communication-related permissions to all applications in a bubble, but with firewall rules to ensure that all communication follows ACL rules specified by a user. Hence applications in a private bubble can only communicate with Bubbles servers (or only send SMS messages to a contact who can access the bubble), while an application in an anonymous bubble can talk to arbitrary servers. While not relevant for
privacy, additional rules can be imposed to prohibit communications that cost money.

5 Applications

Simple Programming Model for Developers. As shown in Figure 4, legacy application functionality can be partitioned into two components: Editor and Viewer modes. The editor mode includes most user-facing functionality that one typically associates with a legacy application, e.g., adding and editing patient records in Sana or new events in the Calendar. Bubbles then ensures that there is a unique editor instance for each bubble so that untrusted editor code will only ever see data from one bubble.

The viewer mode of an application is required for the user to be able to browse data from multiple bubbles, e.g. medical records for all patients in Sana. There is thus only one viewer instance on a client device (or one per user). The viewer is responsible for capturing the user’s intentions when she uses the application’s interface (e.g., clicking a patient record or searching for a particular illness), and forwarding the resulting query to individual bubbles. This requires a message to be passed from the viewer to one or more editors to convey, for example, a specific data item to be opened or a specific term to be searched for. Since the viewer accesses cross-bubble data and then generates this message, an untrusted viewer can encode information in the message. Thus, we only allow fixed built-in trusted viewers to prevent information leaks among different bubbles.

Cross-bubble Functionality. To enable application-specific functionality in the viewer mode, an application specifies a layout file and a call-back function at install time. Applications register themselves with the trusted Viewer Service by sending an intent containing 2 XML files: data.xml, which contains basic application information (name, icon, etc) together with a callback to be called whenever any entry in the viewer mode is acted on by the user. Sana enables a user search (for any text string) by registering a “search” button as an action item in data.xml and using the call-back function to receive the search string as a message. The user can control which bubbles the message is sent to.

We have so far ported two applications—Calendar and Sana—without requiring substantial code changes. The editor mode had to be changed to call Bubbles wrappers around Android services (e.g. SQLiteOpenHelper replaced by DBSwapper), a call-back function implemented to parse messages from the viewer component, and XML files that indicates how the viewer should display calendar or medical records from multiple bubbles. We needed 500 lines of code to port Sana, including all wrapper classes, and implemented the Calendar app in about 800 lines of code.

Developer Zone for Ads and Updates. We introduce Developer Zone as a storage area to support advertisements and software updates (Figure 4). Its key feature is that it can be written to by developers, but only read by application editor instances in each bubble. Bubbles is complementary to several prior works on privacy-preserving advertising [18, 10, 8]—basically, Bubbles can be readily used to provide a secure client-side implementation for these privacy-preserving advertising systems. A dedicated ad retrieval bubble retrieves a set of ads from the ad network, based on information (e.g., a broad interest category) a user explicitly shares with the ad retrieval bubble. An ad selection bubble (i.e., a viewer service) can potentially perform user profiling on sensitive, fine-grained personal information or behavioral traces of the user; it reads the ads retrieved by the ad retrieval bubble, and selects and displays the most relevant ad.

Software updates, as shown in Figure 4, requires new information from the developer to be made available to the application. The server conducting the updates (e.g., Google Play) will be able to write and read from the Developer Zone, but for the applications’ editor instances, this will be a read-only area. An application can provide a button for the user to indicate when she wants to check for updates and then, the application just uses the Bubbles API to check, read and apply the updates from the DevZone.

6 Related Work

The idea of isolating applications and data on a mobile based on the user context has been widely explored in literature [17, 11]. Bubbles extends existing literature by providing developers with an easy to use design pattern for developing fully functional applications that abide by the users’ privacy policies at the same time.

Helen Nissenbaum argues that privacy is closely linked to prevailing social, economic, and judicial norms, i.e. the prevailing social context [15]. We agree with this premise; in fact, Bubbles system allows a user to be clear about what she has shared with whom, and thus will form a basic primitive for the system Nissenbaum envisions. We use the term con-
text to mean any small event (a meeting, a browsing session) that generates some arbitrary data.

MobiCon is a system that provides context detection services to context-aware applications and implements the detection algorithms in energy-efficient ways [13]. However, Bubbles uses the term contexts to indicate a real-world event that creates data that has some access control attached to it. Bubbles could, in addition to user input, use MobiCon as an underlying service to better infer automatic tags, or even the start/end of a bubble’s lifetime.

The Cells [2] system maintains parallel Android execution environments running unmodified Android applications, where it creates “virtual phones” that are completely isolated from each other. It makes devices namespace-aware by introducing wrappers around drivers, as well as modifying the device subsystem and the device driver itself. Bubbles uses the concept of ‘virtual phones’ proposed in the paper to generate bubbles since they serve the same purpose. In addition to the Cells infrastructure, Bubbles also performs permission inference using the peripheral device virtualization and provides an API for untrusted applications. In contrast to Cells, where a few virtual phones are envisioned to execute all the time, Bubbles will create a large number of bubbles that need to be managed using trusted indexing services.

There has also been work to reduce access permission prompts by providing trusted gadgets called ‘Access Control Gadgets’ that an untrusted application can insert to get access to privileged resources [16]. These gadgets are isolated from the application and their integrity ensured. ACGs can thus be used in Bubbles for the user to convey a carefully chosen set of permissions. Unlike Bubbles, once an application has access to the data, ACGs do not allow a user to enforce context specific privacy policies on the data. TaintDroid [5] is closest in spirit to Bubbles. As explained earlier, TaintDroid ensures that private sensitive data sources are not exposed by propagating taint through files, variables and IPC messages. However, information leakage is possible in TaintDroid through implicit flows. Further, because information flow control requires source code to be annotated with security labels, TaintDroid disallows application-specific native libraries. Bubbles guards against both of this by isolating all state between bubbles.

7 Conclusions and Challenges

We propose Bubbles, a new context-centric security paradigm that empowers users to retain control of their data while still benefiting from the broad spectrum of untrusted third-party applications on mobile devices. Bubbles provides end users with an intuitive interface through which users can configure their privacy policies with respect to contexts. Bubbles transparently translates these simple access control rules into information flow policies. If the application developer inadvertently creates a privacy breach, the application functionality will be curtailed, but the privacy policy will still be enforced. There is thus a strong incentive for the developer to follow the suggested design pattern to ensure the full functionality of their applications running on Bubbles.

Bubbles poses several important technical challenges and opens up several directions for future research. One important challenge is how to realize a framework for light-weight containers that incurs low run-time overhead, and how to spawn and destroy containers extremely rapidly. Another important task for future work is to conduct user studies to evaluate the user-friendliness of Bubbles.
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